INTRODUCTION
far more constant factor than the hatred of Germany, and is an
inheritance first of the eighteenth century, then of Waterloo,
These  obsessions  act  during   the   nineteenth   century  as
dead-weights on French political thought. They prevent any
independent speculation on international relations, any clear
views on the position of France in the world; they form a
wall, that prevents France from seeing the world outside.
" What would be the effect of this or that on our hopes for the
Rhine, on our relations with England, on our position in the
world, on our revenge for Waterloo, on our revenge for 1870?"
—this is the ever-recurring question. Very few French political
thinkers can break away from the mesmerizing force of this
intense nationalism which' is one of the direct legacies of the
French Revolution.  It has inhibited any clear thinking on
problems of peace and war, on international interdependence
and federation, and while it is true that the League of Nations
is originally a French idea, it is clear that its implications in the
sphere of national sovereignty have in no sense been grasped.
We shall return to this question of nationalism, and need
only point out here that just when it seemed liable, if not to
disappear, at least to lose its bitterness, the war of 1870 and the
disastrous loss of Alsace-Lorraine caused it to spring up again
in a yet more virulent form—just in the same way as the war
of 1914 destroyed in the bud the timid renascence of anti-
militarism and pacifism that followed on the Dreyfus case and
on the subsequent discrediting of the army. Nationalism has
so far been extremely well served by circumstances.
Revolution and war are not, as we said, conducive to clear
conceptions of individual freedom, and it is not to be wondered
. at if the French thinkers of our period failed to evolve anything
more than a singularly jejune and thin conception of liberty
generally. Liberty is perpetually identified with something
extraordinarily infertile in results: with the vote, with the
freedom of the Press, with the freedom to go to whatever
Church you like, with the whole idea that man is free provided
that he is no worse off than his neighbour. There is in fact a
kind of equation between the first two of the three revolutionary
. demands—between Liberty and Equality. I am free if I am
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